
VOI TROPEA ESSENTIA
P a r g h e l i a  ( V V )



LOCATION
Only 3 km far away from Parghelia and 6 from Tropea, the VOI Tropea Essentia is
located on the wonderful « Costa degli Dei» and features a white sandy beach mixed
with gravel and crystal clear sea, in front of the Aeolian Islands and Stromboli volcano.
It is only 50 km from the Lamezia Terme Airport.
Completely renovated in 2021, the resort, set in a park with Mediterranean greenery
on a 40.000 sqm plain area, has 100 rooms divided in 9 small blocks; relax and privacy
are in any case guaranteed.
The resort has new sport facilities.
It is the perfect place to spent a relaxing, safety holiday with style, very close to the
famous excursion destinations.
You can reserve experiences such as boat trip in beautiful bays with tropical colors, an
unforgettable day in the Aeolian Islands, a relaxing evening in Tropea or a walk in Pizzo
tasting its famous ice cream.

A crystal clear sea and a white sandy beach mixed with gravel and pebbles on the
shoreline (entry into the sea recommended with sea shoes), equipped with sunbeds
and sun umbrellas (number enough for all the rooms). Beach towel free of charge and
eco tax for the change; the tax will be collected and donated to eco-sustainable
initiatives. Shared powerbank station available to Guests.

BEACH



ROOMS
Rooms are totally refurbished with soft colors and comfortable spaces, all located in one floor buildings, with equipped patio (table and chairs) and a private court, surrounded by
greenery. The modern and elegant style of the furniture and the width of the rooms make VOI Tropea Essentia a very comfortable and stylish resort.
The hotel has 100 rooms with telephone, hairdryer, TV Sat lcd 32’’ with media streaming device, WI-FI, safe, air conditioning, mini fridge (mineral water included for the whole stay),
coffe/the station and bathroom with shower.

SUPERIOR DOUBLE - 19 sqm

(min. 1 / max 2 pax + cot)

Predominant colors of the interiors are white and blue, a
welcoming and elegant atmosphere, with comfortable
wardrobes.

SMART ROOMS
19 sqm2  /  21 sqm2 

(min. 1 / max 2 adults, cot not available

These rooms have only one area, they are smaller than the
superior ones. Same furniture, just one entrance with a door
window. Some of the Smart Rooms have a bathroom
equipped for the needs of guests with mobility difficulties.

SUPERIOR TRIPLE - 29 sqm

(min/max 3 pax, 2 adults + 1 child + cot/ max 3 adults + cot)

The three bedded rooms have an area with the 3° bed next to
the main room, with good livability. These rooms also have
access to an internal courtyard shared with other
accommodations.



RESTAURANTS AND BARS
Full board Formula: International breakfast, lunch and dinner with buffet, during the meals bottled water and soft drinks included (other drinks at charge).
Half Board Formula: International breakfast and lunch or dinner (to Guest’s choice) with buffet, during the meals bottled water and soft drinks included (other
drinks at charge).

Main Restaurant

Our restaurant offers buffet for breakfast, lunch and dinner; Mediterranean cuisine
with a range of local and regional dishes, also one vegan and light dish proposed,
biological, vegan and 0 km products and care for food intolerance in choosing buffet
and basic gluten free products (bread, pasta, cookies and biscuits, cakes); show
cooking corner, indoor (air conditioned) and outdoor areas. Reserved tables upon
arrivals, for all meals.

Special dinners: Once a week a Gala and a themed dinners will be offered.
Moreover a dinner with local and street food will be proposed by some local
companies which will show and describe their high-quality products.

Stromboli Bar:

Centrally located near the services, it is the heart of the resort and can be easily
reached from the beach and the swimming pool, it offers the possibility of having
breakfast until late with a typical dessert, coffee station and juices.

At lunch, poke menu and light lunch by reservation, included for guests on full board
or for those on half board who choose lunch. After dinner it offers excellent cocktails
and music.

Service at the table and at the sun loungers by the pool.



FACILITIES AND SERVICES

Semi-Olympic pool with fresh water, sunbeds and
sun umbrellas free of charge if available, parking
car not guarded. WI-FI free and available in all
common areas and rooms. External medical
service, at charge. ATM.

Groups transfers bus can’t reach the reception. So
guests will wait the arrival of our minivan in a
shaded resort area 450 mt far from the entrance;
porterage in and out of luggage included.
Bookcrossing areas.

At charge: rental car with pick up and delivery on 
site and excursions.

Sport facilities: 1 cement tennis court with floodlit, 
2 paddle courts, 1 beach volley field.



ACTIVITIES  AND SPORT

Our entertainment team organizes a wide range of
games, tournament (beach volley, petanque, tennis,
paddle, table tennis) and group sport lessons (tennis
and canoeing), sup, aquagym, aero-fit, music and
dances during the day. Yoga or pilates. Fitness activities
(Hiit Fit). Jogging paths and body & mind paths to keep
body and mind trained. We offer group Bar Classes with
local bartenders, upon reservation, Digital Detox paths,
Silent cinema under the stars.

With a fee: sport equipment rental for individual use 
and individual lessons. 

The evenings will be animated also by an artistic special
that will perform in the VOI Essentia Le Muse’s
amphitheater twice a week.
Once a week, night dj set party.
Every evening at the pool bar guests can enjoy piano
bar or live music.



VOICare is the new philosophy that characterizes this VOIhotels 
product line. Courtesy, efficiency and hospitality of a team of 
professionals who welcomes guests with a smile, taking care of every 
detail of their holiday. A Guest Relation is always at their disposal to 
describe and guarantee the best use of all entertainment, sport and 
taste initiatives. In the hotels, a team of sports Specialists will 
welcome and direct the desire for movement or fun in company. A 
Marine Biologist will propose walks in the nature and evenings of 
comparison during the day.

The Guest Relations and Specialists will guide the Guests in the 
discovery of the territory, suggesting the best routes and 
experiences, telling the wonders of the sea, proposing wellness and 
sport activities.

The VOICare Staff will make sure that the Guests' holiday goes on 
without difficulty, to allow them to enjoy the most of the hotel 
services, already providing a first contact via app, before arriving at 
the hotel.

Car rental service at the hotel, possibility of renting electric bikes 
with organized tours and excursions (paid services).
The VOI Tropea Essentia is a perfect starting place for excursions to 
the Reggio Calabria Museum where you can admire the famous
Bronzi di Riace statues, Pizzo and Tropea town, Le Castella, the Eolian
islands and marvellous boat trips descovering the «Costa degli Dei». 

VOICare



SUMMER 2023 

The above mentioned rates are intended inclusive of VAT 10%. The economic fiscal reform in Italy will
expect a possible increase of the percentage on the current applied valued added tax (VAT 10%). In case

of confirmation of the increase of VAT percentage, the above rates will be increased accordingly.

REMARKS

• Min nights: min 2 17/06 -24/06 , min 3 24/06 –
15/07 and from 02/09 to 16/09.

• Rooms and Services: Check in 4 p.m.; check out
10.00 a.m.
Services start at 4 p.m. and end after check out.

• Meal plan: Half Board basis includes breakfast and
lunch or dinner (meal chosen by the Guest). Full
Board basis usually starts with dinner on the day of
arrival and ends with lunch on the day of departure.
It is possible, upon reservation, to request changes
to this basic rule.



CHILDREN POLICY AND REDUCTIONS SUPPLEMENTS

SPECIAL OFFERS

Long Stay offer (NOT combinable with Early Booking discounts)

• For stays of 14 nights or more till 14/7 incl. and from 26/08:
15% discount

(the start and end dates of the stay must be included in those indicated, otherwise the offer
will not be applied)

Early Booking Discounts (NOT combinable):

• Early Booking 1: for bookings confirmed by 31/01/23 incl. stays from 6/5 to 14/7 and
from 2nd Sept.

20% discount;

• Early Booking 2: for bookings confirmed by 28/02/23 incl. stays from 6/5 to 14/7 and
from 2nd Sept.

15% discount

• Early Booking 3: for bookings confirmed by 31/03/23 incl. stays from 6/5 to 14/7 and
from 2nd Sept.

10% discount

Pets: not admitted

Superior triple
• 3° bed 3-11,99 y.o.:  30% from 15/07  to 02/09 (periods D, E,F), 50% for stays in 

the other periods;
• Reduction for adults in 3° bed: 30%
• Infants0-2,99 y.o o.: free of charge in cot.

Smart rooms: reduction euro 8,00 per night per person.

Infant 0 – 2,99 years old: meals included from the “little cart”, to be paid on the spot, on
request: Euro 15,00 per infant per night from 27/05 to 30/06 incl. and from 16/09 to
22/09 incl; Euro 20,00 per infant per night in all other periods.

Double single use supplement : 38,00 € from 29/07 to 26/08;  26,00 € in the other periods.

Full Board supplement: Euro 16,00 per person per day for all periods, euro 20,00 from 
15/07 to 02/09;

City Tax: from 01/05 to 30/09 euro 3,20 per day per person, from 16 years old. 
To be paid on the spot during the check in.
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